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importance on which I definitely disagreed with him. SUch points were never mentioned

between us during the time that I was a student.

At Princeton Dr. Wilson was professor of Semitic philology and Old Testament Criticism.

Dr. Davis was professor of Old Testament Interpretation. Dr. kxi Davis seemed to

incline toward the general attitudy of the liberal faction in the seminary rather than

the aonservativesaiñ. I learned later that at one time there had been simply one

department of Old Testament and Dr. Wilson and Dr. Davis had very definitely found it

difficult to work together, and, as a result of t this, the board of directors had

divided it into two departments, so that each of them had his own department and they

did not have to work together, x Dr. Wilson 'a being called "Semitic Philology and

Old Testament Criticism." I forget the exact name of Dr. Davis' department; it was

something like "Old Testament In Exegesis." I forget; I think there were probably

two parts to it, like Dr. Wim Wilson's. This division was continued during my first

year at Westminster, with me as assistant to Dr. Wilson. However, I see I have gotten

ahead of the story.

Dr. Allis was the felt himself as assistant to be absolutely &fl subordinate

to Dr. Wim Wilson, and always did whatever Dr. Wim Wilson suggested; in fact,a

suggestion to Dr. Allis was almost a command and even, I believe, Dr. Wilson did not

really intend it that way. This made for a very pleasant relationship between them

but I don't think it was good because the way Dr. Allis spoke eventually about

Dr. Wilson suggested that he was irritated inside of himself at various time but he

never let it show. To all appearances they got along very excellently in every way.

I am sure the same could be said about Dr. Allis and myself during the six years

that I was his assistant at Wesminster after Dr. Wilson's death.

During the latter part of my time at Princeton I was all my courses in Old

Testament were with Dr. ids Wilson, except those where I listened to lectures by

a man brought in from Nee Brunswick Seminary to replace Dr. Davis who had died, I

should say, a substitute for Dr. Davis who had died. I had much contact t with
during

Dr. Wilson/xjz these last two years and some which I might discuss in a separate

paper some time. [ I am quite anxious to do but shall not do o now.,
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